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External environment

§ Types of external environment

§ Analysing the environment

§ Managing the environment



§ Omnipotent View of Management
§ Managers are directly responsible for an organization�s 

success or failure.

§ The quality of the organization is determined by the quality of 
its managers.

§ Managers are held most accountable 
for an organization�s performance
yet it is difficult to attribute 
good or poor performance 
directly to their influence 
on the organization.



3–4

§ Symbolic View of Management
§ Much of an organization�s success or failure is due to external forces 

outside of managers� control.

§ The ability of managers to affect outcomes is influenced and 
constrained by external factors.

§ The economy, customers, governmental policies, competitors, industry 
conditions, 
technology, and the actions of 
previous managers

§ Managers symbolize control and 
influence through their action.



Exhibit 3.1

PARAMETERS OF MANAGERIAL DISCRETION



§ External environment refers to the outside 
forces or institutions that potentially affect an 
organisation’s performance

§ External environment is made up of:

§ The General environment
The broad conditions and trends that may affect the 
organisation.

§ The Specific environment
The part of the environment that is directly relevant to 
the achievement of an organisation’s goals.
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§ The General (Societal) Environment
§ Economic forces

§ Technological forces

§ Political-legal forces

§ Sociocultural forces

§ TheTask (Specific) Environment
§ Governments

§ Suppliers

§ Competitors

§ Customers

§ Pressure group



§ GDP trends

§ Interest rates

§ Money supply

§ Inflation rates

§ Unemployment levels

§ Wage/price control 

§ Devaluation and 
revaluation

§ Energy available  and cost

§ Disposal income

§ Currency market

…regulate the exchange of materials, 
money, energy, output, and information



§ Legal & governmental systems within which an 
organisation must function.

§ Allocate power and provide constraining and
protecting laws and regulation

§ Antitrust regulations
§ Environmental protection 

laws
§ Tax laws
§ Special incentives
§ Foreign trade regulations

§ Attitudes toward foreign 
companies

§ Laws on hiring and 
promotion

§ Stability of government
§ Outsourcing regulation



… refers to the current state of technological 
knowledge and know-how (which generate 
problem-solving inventions)

§ Total government 
spending for R&D

§ Total industry spending 
for R&D

§ Focus of technological 
efforts

§ Patent protection
§ New products

§ New developments in 
technology transfer 
from lab to market place

§ Productivity improvements 
through automation

§ Internet availability
§ Telecommunication 

infrastructure



Attitudes, values, norms, beliefs, behaviours & 
associated demographic trends characteristic of a 
given geographic area.

§ Lifestyle changes
§ Career expectations
§ Consumer activism
§ Rate of family 

formulations
§ Growth rate of 

population
§ Age distribution of 

population

§ Regional shifts in 
population

§ Life expectancies
§ Birthrates
§ Pension plans
§ Health care
§ Level of education



International economic integration and globalisation

§ How do these factors influence on an organisation’s strategies 
and operation?
§ Fewer tariffs

§ Currencies liked via floating exchange rates

§ More global capital flows



PORTER�S FIVE FORCES OF COMPETITION
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§ �The greater the barriers to entry, the higher tends to be 
above-normal profit�

§ Barriers to entry
§ Brand loyalty (product differentiation)

§ Cost advantage over new entrants (technology: learning 
curve)

§ Economies of Scale (Size)

§ Large fixed costs associate with marketing, association, R&D 
and design

§ Capital requirements

§ Government policy



The extent of competition among established 
firms depends on:

§ Competitive structure 
§ Fragmented industry: low entry barriers & commodity-

type products à price wars

§ Consolidated industryà tacit agreement 

§ Rate of industry growth

§ Amount of fixed costs

§ Excess capacity

§ Exit barriers (economic, strategic, emotional 
factors)



Customers are most powerful when:

1. There are many small companies in supply 
industry and few, large buyers

2. The buyers purchase in large quantities

3. The supply industry depend on the buyers  for a 
large percentage of its total orders

4. Low switching cost between supply companies

5. Buyers can purchase the input from several 
companies at once

6. Buyers can use the threat to supply their own 
needs through vertical integration 



§ Suppliers become most powerful when:

1. The product that suppliers sell has few 
substitutes and is important to the company

2. The company�s industry is not an important 
customer to the company

3. Suppliers� products are differentiated (to such 
an extent that it�s costly to change supplier)

4. Suppliers can use the threat to of vertically 
integrate forward into the company�s industry

5. Buying companies cannot use the threat 
vertically integrate backward



§ Substitute products are ones of industries that serve 
similar customer needs

§ The existence of close substitutes presents a strong 
competitive threat

§ Key: Elasticity of substitution



Environment characteristics:

§ Environmental Uncertainty
§ Managers do not have enough information about the 

environment to understand or predict the future.
§ Uncertainty is determined by the degree of 
complexity and change

§ Environmental Complexity
Number of elements in an organisation’s environment and
the degree of an organisation’s knowledge about its 
environmental components.

§ Environmental Dynamism

Rate and predictability of change in the elements of an 
organisation’s environment.
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Four approaches for managing uncertainty:



Three approaches to managing the environment:

§ Adapting to your environment
Involves changing internal operations & activities to make the organisation 
and its environment more compatible.

§ Influencing your environment
Involves trying to alter environmental elements to make them more 
compatible with the organisation’s needs.

§ Domain shifting
Changing product/service mix to create favourable interface.



§Buffering
Stockpiling either inputs into or outputs from a 
production or service process to cope with 
environmental fluctuations.

§Smoothing
Taking actions aimed at reducing the impact of 
fluctuations, given the market.

§Forecasting
Predicting changing conditions & future events that 
significantly affect an organisation’s business.

§Rationing
Providing limited access to a product or service in 
high demand.



§ Advertising & public relations

§ Boundary spanning

§ Recruiting

§ Negotiating contracts

§ Co-opting

§ Strategic alliances

§ Trade associations

§ Political activity



§ Move out of a current product, service or geographic 
area into a more favourable domain

§ Expand current domains through diversification or 
expansion of products/services offered



§ Social Responsibility 

§ A business firm�s obligation, beyond that required by the law and 
economics, to pursue long-term goals that are good for society.

§ To whom should the firm be responsible?

§ Employee relations

§ Consumer protection

§ The environment

§ Financial honesty and openness



External environment:

§Types of external environment
General environment; Specific environment

§Analysing the environment

§Managing the environment
Adaptation, Favourability influence & Domain shift


